Celebrating 14 years as a
VDWLVðHG$FWLYH'LJLWDOFXVWRPHU

:HUVÄ7YVÄSL
:HUVÄ H NSVIHS HUK KP]LYZPÄLK OLHS[OJHYL
leader, discovers, develops and distributes
therapeutic solutions focused on patients’ needs.
:HUVÄ OHZ JVYL Z[YLUN[OZ PU OLHS[OJHYL ^P[O 
growth platforms: emerging markets, vaccines,
consumer healthcare, diabetes treatments,
innovative products and animal health. Through
[OL HJX\PZP[PVU VM .LUa`TL :HUVÄ OHZ Z[YVUNS`
reinforced its footprint in rare diseases.

 A JOREDOKHDOWKFDUHOHDGHU
 (KP]LYZPÄLKVɈLYPUNVMTLKPJPULZJVUZ\TLY
healthcare products, generics and animal
health
 A world leader in human vaccines
 A broad and balanced presence on both
traditional and emerging markets
 More than 110,000 employees in 100
countries
 2011 net sales: a €33.4 billion, growth of 3.2%

“We value the service we have
received from Active Digital over
the years in managing our diverse
telecoms requirements. Working
with Active has ensured that
^L WYV]PKL H ÄYZ[ JSHZZ ZLY]PJL
for our company mobile users,
issues are dealt with promptly
and constructively and we receive
regular updates on new service
opportunities. Active have also
helped to ensure that we keep our
costs under control and monitor
adherence to the contract with O2.”
:[H[LTLU[MYVT[OL*06MVY:HUVÄ<2

2XU6ROXWLRQ
:HUVÄH]LU[PZ <2 OH]L ILLU H ]HS\LK JSPLU[ [V
(J[P]L+PNP[HSZPUJL HUKV]LY[OH[[PTL:HUVÄ
has seen phenomenal growth through a series of
acquisitions and mergers. Active Digital manages
[OL <2 [LSLJVTT\UPJH[PVUZ JVU[YHJ[ MVY [OL <2
:HUVÄJVTWHUPLZPUJS\KPUN.LUa`TLHUK4LYPHS
Animal Health.

:HUVÄ»Z SHUKSPULZ MVY HSS <2 VɉJLZ ^LYL HSS
switched over smoothly with a dedicated project
manager to ensure all necessary administration
HUK UV[PÄJH[PVUZ ^HZ JVTWSL[LK ^LSS PU HK]HUJL
of the transfer of lines. This helped to ensure that
there was no break in service during the transfer
stage.

Active Digital was able to clearly demonstrate the
LUVYTV\Z]HS\LHKKLKILULÄ[MVYJVTIPUPUNIV[O
P[Z TVIPSL HUK Ä_LK JVTT\UPJH[PVU ZLY]PJLZ [V
Active Digital in partnership with O2. As they had
ILLUWHY[PJ\SHYS`ZH[PZÄLK^P[O[OLTVIPSLHJJV\U[
management from Active Digital over the years,
choosing Active Digital for the additional telecom
YLX\PYLTLU[Z ^HZ [OL YPNO[ KLJPZPVU MVY :HUVÄ
By joining up their telecommunication services,
IV[OTVIPSLHUKÄ_LK:HUVÄHYLHISL[VHJOPL]L
ZPNUPÄJHU[JVZ[ZH]PUNZIV[OI`Z^P[JOPUNHUKI`
regular account reviews to ensure services and
technology solutions meet all their requirements
now and in the future.

As part of this telecommunications contract,
home broadband services were provided and
project managed for all home workers as well as
P7HK KLWSV`TLU[ MVY *SPUPJHS ^VYRLYZ 4VIPSL
Device Managements software was deployed for
YLTV[L^VYRLYZ[VLUZ\YL:HUVÄJHUTHUHNLHUK
secure their corporate laptops from a single portal.
Furthermore, Blackberry devices were activated
HUKWYV]PKLK[VHSS<2LTWSV`LLZK\YPUNHZLYPLZ
of Blackberry training sessions undertaken by the
Active Digital technical team.

5HVXOWV

3URGXFWVDQG6HUYLFHV




















:PTWSPÄLK)PSSPUN¶6UL7YV]PKLYMVYHSS 
<2TVIPSLHUKÄ_LKJVTT\UPJH[PVUZ
:PNUPÄJHU[JVZ[ZH]PUNZ
Reliable mobile network
Award winning customer service
Ongoing technology reviews for future
WYVVÄUN
Access to new and innovative products
MVYLɉJPLU[TVIPSL^VYRPUN

Mobile services
)SHJR)LYY`HUKP7OVULKL]PJLZ
-P_LKSPULZMVYHSS<2VɉJLZ
Mobile data
Mobile broadband
Home broadband
P7HK
Mobile Device Management

